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WHEN WILL THEY BE DONE?

The Bay Area's 11 biggest
transportation projects

By Michael Cabanatuan | March 14, 2019

As more people come to the Bay Area and the trips to and from work become
longer, commuters frequently find themselves white-knuckling the steering wheel,
jostling for space on a bus or train, or simply dreaming of better days. While the
problem of overcrowding on public transit and highways is unlikely to be solved any
time soon, here are 11 major transportation projects that should improve the daily
commute.

Click on the maps below to learn more about each project
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Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Richmond-San Rafael
Bridge bike path

San Francisco Ferry
Terminal expansion

Central Subway
Estimated Completion Date: Dec. 2019 Cost: $1.6 billion

For nine years the construction of Muni’s 1.7-mile Central Subway has
disrupted the core of San Francisco by closing streets, rerouting traffic and
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buses, and pushing customers away from merchants. But the end is nigh.

The new Muni Metro line is scheduled to open Jan. 14, 2020, a year and a
half behind schedule.

Muni’s Central Subway will carry passengers from the Caltrain terminal down
the middle of Fourth Street, descend into a tunnel between Bryant and
Harrison streets and make a subterranean journey beneath the busiest parts
of the city — passing under the BART tracks and heading below Stockton
Street — to arrive in Chinatown’s Washington Street Station.

The subway will operate as an extension of the T-Third line. One of four
stations will be at street level at Fourth and Brannan streets, while three will
be in the subway: Moscone Center, Union Square and Chinatown. Delays in
constructing the Chinatown Station have slowed the subway’s opening.

Even when finished, though, work to lengthen the subway could continue.
While Central Subway service will end at Chinatown, the tunnel actually
reaches into North Beach, where the tunnel-boring machines were extracted.
This has led to suggestions — and early planning — for possible extensions
to Fisherman’s Wharf, the Marina and even the Presidio.

Read more on Central Subway.

Caltrain upgrades
Phases: Electrification, Downtown extension, high-speed rail

Estimated Completion Date: 2022, 2027, After 2029
Cost: $1.5 billion, $6 billion, part of downtown extension

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/San-Francisco-s-Central-Subway-is-getting-12803145.php, https://www.sfchronicle.com/news/article/Stockton-Street-strip-to-reopen-Friday-as-Central-13635567.php
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Founded in 1864, Caltrain is proud of its history, but it's also eager to make
the railroad more modern and relevant to San Francisco, San Jose and
Peninsula commuters. Three projects are in various stages of construction or
planning to reshape the future of the Bay Area’s eldest transit system.

Caltrain’s modernization project is already ditching diesel trains — in place
since the early 1950s, when steam locomotives were replaced — and
installing an electrical system powered by overhead wires. The new trains
promise to be quieter, cleaner and faster, and they'll allow Caltrain to carry
more passengers.

Less certain is the downtown extension, which will move Caltrain’s end-of-
the-line San Francisco station from Fourth and Townsend streets — the last
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stop since 1915 — into the train box in the basement of the Transbay Transit
Center. Neither the alignment nor funding for the 1.3-mile project have been
completed, but officials are aiming for a 2027 opening.

Even more uncertain are plans to bring California’s high-speed rail line up the
Peninsula along Caltrain tracks and into the Transbay Terminal. Gov. Gavin
Newsom recently announced plans to complete the Central Valley stretch of
rail before connecting to San Jose, leaving the speedy train’s arrival date in
San Francisco unscheduled.

Read more on Caltrain upgrades.

Bay Bridge west span bike path
Estimated Completion Date: To be determined Cost: $300 million

https://www.sfchronicle.com/news/article/New-simpler-plan-for-SF-s-downtown-rail-12855669.php, https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Caltrain-electrification-project-takes-symbolic-11306490.php
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It took nearly three years to open the Bay Bridge’s bike path on the eastern
span. Until early 2017, impatient cyclists and pedestrians could only travel
from Oakland to a spot short of Treasure Island while the old bridge was
being demolished. And they’ll have to continue waiting to ride a bike, or walk,
to San Francisco.

After years of studying how a bike path across the western span of the bridge
would work, planners and engineers finally came up with a design and
unveiled it in November. The cost has been whittled down to about $300
million after earlier estimates of $1 billion.
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Finding that money will take years, though, and it may require funding from a
future tax or bond measure that raises money for a new Transbay Tube for
BART and other rail service.

To access the bridge’s bike path, a trail will need to be built from the eastern
span around Yerba Buena Island. Once across the bridge, pedestrians and
bicyclists would take a path following the Fremont Street exit before sloping
down to a landing near Essex Street.

Read more on Bay Bridge west span bike path.

Second Transbay Tube
Estimated Completion Date: 2030-2040 Cost: $12 billion-$15 billion

Nearly everyone agrees that a second Transbay Tube is needed to handle
the Bay Area’s growing population and expected rise in commuters —

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Cyclists-dream-of-crossing-Bay-Bridge-moves-13400355.php
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BART’s transbay ridership is expected to exceed capacity by 2025. But a new
transbay crossing presents more questions than answers.

Nobody knows how much it would cost, how it would be paid for or how long
it would take to build. Should it carry only BART trains? Or should it make
room for Caltrain, the Capitol Corridor and other Amtrak trains? Where should
it cross the bay? And would it serve new areas or tie into BART’s existing
lines?

Planners, urbanists and transit geeks seem to agree that the transbay
crossing should include standard-gauge rails for non-BART trains, and that it
should serve other areas. Options to extend include Alameda on the east end
and Mission Bay to the west. At the same time, advocates for the second
tube prefer it remain close enough to the existing Market Street line to enable
24-hour service, which currently is hindered by overnight maintenance
requirements. Preliminary estimates place the cost at $12 billion to $15
billion, which probably would require a new tax measure to fund.

BART plans to hire a consultant in June to study the issues.

Read more on Second Transbay Tube.

Marin-Sonoma Narrows
Estimated Completion Date: 2023 Cost: $738.8 million

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/2nd-BART-transbay-tube-Leaders-say-it-s-a-13397070.php
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The campaign to widen the infamous Marin-Sonoma Narrows seems never-
ending. The painfully slow stretch of Highway 101 begins to shrink and choke
commuters heading northbound out of Novato, where it goes from four lanes
to three lanes to two. Construction of the project, which started in 2011, will
add a third lane to Highway 101 in each direction between northern Novato
and Old Redwood Highway in Petaluma. Progress, like commute traffic,
lurches steadily forward as officials search for money to finish the work.

The two-county project is complex in both design and dollars, and it has been
built in stages as money became available. For drivers, it’s been a long slog
— not just enduring the usual congested traffic, but also navigating the
detours and construction slowdowns.

But the end may be in sight. Construction is nearing completion on a stretch
from the county line to Highway 116/Lakeville Highway, which is expected to
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open by the end of the year. Voters approved a toll-bridge increase in
Regional Measure 3, which steers $120 million to the project. That should be
enough, officials say, for the two counties to combine those funds with other
money to finish the two final stretches by 2023.

Read more on Marin-Sonoma Narrows.

BART extension to San Jose
Phases: Phase 1, Phase 2 Estimated Completion Date: 2019, 2026

Cost: $2.3 billion, $4.7 billion

https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/10-Northern-California-road-and-transit-projects-13373554.php,  https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/3-hike-to-Bay-Area-tolls-appears-to-have-support-12972027.php
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BART’s next extension — and the one after that — aren’t being built by the
transit agency, and they’re not even in the three-county Bay Area Rapid
Transit District.

Under an agreement with the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority,
better known as VTA, BART’s extension buildouts eventually will take the
silver trains beneath downtown San Jose and into Santa Clara. VTA will hand
over operations to BART when it’s done completing the extensions.

The first extension will leave Warm Springs/South Fremont Station, cross the
Alameda County line and head toward San Jose’s Berryessa neighborhood
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with a station in Milpitas near the Great Mall. The 10-mile extension was
supposed to open last year, but difficulties connecting the new line to the
existing BART system have pushed the opening back to an undetermined
date later this year.

Construction of the second extension is tentatively scheduled to start in 2020
and take BART an additional six miles to downtown San Jose and Santa
Clara. The subway will have stations at Alum Rock/28th Street, downtown
San Jose, Diridon Station and Santa Clara. Completion of the project, which
still needs federal funding, is projected for 2026.

Read more on BART extension to San Jose.

Highway express lanes
Phases: I-880, Highway 101, Overall Estimated Completion Date: Early 2020, Mid-2022, 2035

Cost: $132.5 million, $513 million, Unknown

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/Company-involved-with-cracked-transbay-beams-also-13267467.php, https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/State-Supreme-Court-OKs-Santa-Clara-County-13556826.php
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No new freeways are coming to the Bay Area, but there will be more “express
lanes,” a euphemism for carpool lanes that allow drivers without the required
minimum number of passengers to buy their way in by paying an electronic
toll.

The region already has four express lanes in operation: Interstate 680 over
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the Sunol Grade; Highway 237 between Milpitas and San Jose; Interstate 580
through the Tri-Valley; and I-680 between Dublin and Walnut Creek. Many
more are coming.

By 2035, the Bay Area Express Lane Network is projected to cover 600 miles.
Most lanes will be converted carpool lanes, but gaps between lanes will be
filled and some new carpool lanes will be built.

So far, most lanes have been on the outskirts of the Bay Area, but two are
coming to busy bayshore freeways on both sides of the bay. On Interstate
880, southbound carpool lanes are being converted into express lanes from
Hegenberger Road in Oakland to Dixon Landing Road in Fremont, and in the
northbound direction from Dixon Landing Road to Lewelling Boulevard in San
Leandro.

As part of a regional effort to break up the commute congestion between San
Francisco and Silicon Valley, oft-clogged Highway 101 in San Mateo County
will get shared carpool-toll lanes between Interstate 380 near the San
Francisco airport and San Antonio Road in Palo Alto. A 16-mile stretch of
Highway 101 from I-380 to Whipple Road in Redwood City will get new
carpool lanes, while an eight-mile section south of Whipple will have carpool
lanes converted to express lanes.

Read more on Highway express lanes.

SMART extensions
Phases: Larkspur, Windsor Estimated Completion Date: Late 2019, 2021

Cost: $55.4 million, $55 million

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Express-lanes-to-help-ease-congestion-in-680-12259595.php https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Clean-air-vehicles-free-tolls-in-express-lanes-13423367.php
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When voters in Marin and Sonoma counties passed a sales tax measure to
fund construction of a new commuter railroad along the Northwestern Pacific
Railroad’s old right of way, as well as some tracks and bridges, the initiative
called for the line to reach from Larkspur — a short walk from the Golden
Gate Ferry — to Cloverdale on the northern end of Sonoma County.

But when it came time to start laying tracks, collecting taxes and paying bills,
Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit, better known as SMART, couldn’t afford to
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build all 70 miles at once. So, the project was chopped into phases with 43
miles of the rail line — from downtown San Rafael to Sonoma County Airport
in Santa Rosa — opening in August 2017. The rest of the railroad is still being
built as money becomes available.

The connection to Larkspur, and the ferry, is scheduled to open late this year.
After that, SMART will head north with the extension to Windsor coming in
2021. Future extensions to Healdsburg and Cloverdale are estimated to cost
$125 million and $170 million, respectively, and SMART still has to rustle up
those funds before projecting opening dates.

Read more on SMART extensions.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Phases: Van Ness (SF), Geary (SF), Oakland/San Leandro

Estimated Completion Date: 2021, 2023, Late 2019
Cost: $309 million, $270 million, $216 million

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/SMART-railroad-wins-funding-to-extend-to-Larkspur-12820111.php
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Bus rapid transit, or BRT, aims to emulate subway service with dedicated
lanes on the street and fancy bus stops. The low-floor bus system has been
popular in Latin America for decades and gradually spread to the United
States.

The movement, however, has been slow to catch on in the Bay Area, where
public concerns about the loss of traffic lanes and parking spaces, as well as
unfamiliarity with the style of transit, has slowed and, at times, stalled
progress.

The poster child for BRT’s glacial pace is Van Ness Avenue, where the
concept was first broached in the late 1990s. After dozens of hearings,
community meetings and bureaucratic hand-wringing, the project is finally
under construction. Service is slated to begin in 2021.

Other BRT projects in San Francisco that are moving a bit quicker can be
found on Geary Street and Geary Boulevard, and in the East Bay, where a
rapid bus line will travel between downtown Oakland and the San Leandro
BART Station.
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Read more on Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

Richmond-San Rafael Bridge bike
path

Estimated Completion Date: June 2019 Cost: $25 million

Rendering

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/East-Oakland-despite-resistance-may-beat-SF-in-13659441.php, https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Judge-tosses-lawsuit-aimed-at-slowing-Geary-Blvd-13312249.php
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For years, East Bay cyclists have fought for the right to pedal across the roller
coaster that is the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. In a few months, they’ll
finally get their chance — at least for a handful of years.

Construction crews are close to completing the movable concrete barrier that
will allow a bike lane on the upper deck of the 5.5-mile bridge. The path was
expected to open in April, but chunks of concrete that fell from the bridge’s
upper level in February prompted Caltrans to replace the span’s expansion
joints, delaying the bike path's opening until June.

Transportation officials agreed in 2015 to a four-year, congestion-relief
experiment, which would create a bike lane on the westbound deck while also
adding a third lane to the eastbound deck of the bridge for the evening
commute.

The part-time third lane opened in April 2018, and some commuters are
already calling for the bike path to be scuttled — at least during the morning
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commute — to make way for a third westbound lane. The Metropolitan
Transportation Commission says it will revisit the issue after a four-year
experiment.

The bridge opened in 1956, and originally carried three lanes of traffic on
each deck. A lane disappeared in 1977, when a pipeline was installed to carry
water to Marin County during a drought. The pipe was removed, but Caltrans
kept a lane free for stalled cars and maintenance work.

Read more on Richmond-San Rafael Bridge bike path.

San Francisco Ferry Terminal
expansion

Estimated Completion Date: Early 2020 Cost: $98 million

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Richmond-San-Rafael-Bridge-will-get-61-joints-13638082.php, https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Richmond-San-Rafael-Bridge-to-get-new-traffic-lane-12530688.php
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Ferries are gaining in popularity, and the folks who run S.F. Bay Ferry are
expanding the terminals near the Ferry Building in San Francisco to double
capacity. At the same time, the agency is buying new vessels and planning
for new terminals at Treasure Island, Seaplane Lagoon in Alameda, Berkeley,
Redwood City and Mission Bay.

Read more on San Francisco Ferry Terminal expansion.

Credits

https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/SF-Bay-ferry-service-on-brink-of-major-expansion-12451327.php
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